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Milt Farrow commented on Criminal impersonators commit
Milt Farrow commented on Criminal impersonators commit sedition and treason 
against Oregonians?
https://www.westernjournal.com/oregon-becomes-first-state-pass-new-gun-control-law-
parkland-shooting/?utm_source=Email&utm_m …
Now we learn that the Broward Sherrif's office may have had MORE deputies who did not 
enter to school perimeter- Peterson The COWARD who stood outside for 4 minutes no 
doubt allowed the shooter an opportunity to 'take out" more students -Deputies unwilling to 
protect the public need to be discharged ( would you retain a doctor afraid to operate?

Milt Farrow commented on Accepting the reality with
Milt Farrow commented on Accepting the reality with which we are presented...
The Truman Show Accepting the reality with which we are presented...
Having read Dr Corsi ( ( I am not in disagreement with his stance ) I am troubled in his 
belief of a "fairy tale" which we could get Johnny Depp to play a Disney adaptation though- 
I see no oncrete evidence to support on freaking scintilla of Corsi's take on Trumnp's 
strategy. It is patently disgraceful in light of the patriots like Lavoy Finicum who was 
murdered and whose family has suffered a great loss as well as the Bundy's and all tne other 
Patriots to sell such an incredibly irrational and unbelievable Mr Bertrand have you no 
shame?

Milt Farrow commented on Not one in a million will
Milt Farrow commented on Not one in a million will figure out our plan
02/20/18 Harry Asks? | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People Harry Sez: “If voting 
really worked, they wouldn’t …
The Plan has been "scanned ": and the "Scam" has been identified --We should be ashamed 
of ourselves after seeing such a valiant effort on the part of 17 year old students who turned 
this country upside down in 48 hours _ A march on Washing demanding that they are oin 
Violation of their office and they are to leave their offices and submit to the people's Federal 
marshal to be jailed and held over for a trial of the people''s court -YOU CHARLATAN'S 
ARE KAPUT , FINISHED, THRU.

The onslaught of predator drones continues over Florida
The onslaught of predator drones continues over Florida Skies today - thus far it 

has been non stop by these bastards ( other than for reloading) - Looks like the Next state 
they want to Fry Is Florida

Milt Farrow   

They are "dimming" the sunlight, thus far the elitists
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They are "dimming" the sunlight, thus far the elitists have introduced the Brazilian 
Pepper tree to Fl which is destroying the fawna, allowed the importation of Predatory 
snakes alien to Fla and that is killing all wildlife

as well species of iguana invasive to the natural lizards of the land  now they intend 
to release neutered mosquitos to kill the anopheles mosquito- They have already ( with the 
introduction of Toxic heavy metals have alll but destroyed the honey bee as once they breed 
and leave the hive they cannot find their way back home so that these metals have 
destroyed their homing devices - The birds have all but disappeared NOW if we can get the 
POLITICIANS to drink the same Hostile Waters "Maybe they too will finally GET LOST 
and allow the human race to survive?

M.Farrow    

On Tue, Feb 13, 2018 at 3:28 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
And what is the deployment of these drones accomplishing?
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